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ABSTRACT 

 

Title of Document: Location Authentication through Power Line 

Communication: Design, Protocol, and Analysis 

of a New Out-of-Band Strategy 

  

 Vivek G. Relan, Masters, 2010 
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We propose using Power Line Communication (PLC) as a second channel for 

data origin authentication, and we present a system architecture and protocol for 

doing so taking advantage of existing infrastructure for communicating over power 

lines.  Our system connects a user‘s computer to a secure electric meter in his 

building via a secure Human Authorization Detector (HAD).  The electric meter, 

which has a unique secret identifier and encryption key, communicates securely with 

the trusted Power Grid Server (PG) through PLC.  Upon request from an Internet 

Application Server (AS), the user sends a location certificate to the AS, obtained via 

PLC from the PG and signed by the PG.  Because PLC requires physical access to the 

electric meter, our system offers fine-grain location authentication.  Unlike movable 

modems and dongles, the meter is permanently attached to the user‘s building.  The 

user authorizes or denies certificate requests and deliveries by reading the HAD‘s 

display and pushing a button on the HAD, thus protecting against the possible threat 

of malware on the user‘s computer maliciously requesting or forwarding location 

certificates unauthorized by the user.  Our system provides strong location 

authentication useful to many on-line applications, such as banking and SCADA 



  

systems.  PLC offers finer-grain location authentication than do cellular telephones.  

Furthermore, the power grid is deployed widely and is highly reliable, even in many 

places where cellular telephone and GPS signals are obstructed or unavailable.  We 

present our architecture and Power line Location Authentication Protocol (PLAP) in 

sufficient detail to permit further implementation and analysis.  
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

To authenticate users of applications accessed over the Internet, strong 

strategies often require each user to pass multiple independent authentication 

challenges. Such challenges might involve knowledge of passwords, possession of 

physical tokens, biometrics, control of second channels, and proofs of physical 

location.  For example, Authentify [1] sells an authentication service using telephone 

callback. For many applications, such a strategy meaningfully enhances authentication 

assurance by forcing the adversary to corrupt multiple independent systems.  We 

propose using Power Line Communication (PLC) as a second channel, for location 

authentication. 

As a bidirectional out-of-band authentication channel, PLC is attractive for 

several reasons.  The power grid is highly reliable and widely available, including in 

many locations (e.g., inside a building, in an underground or underwater facility, or in 

a remote area) where wireless communications or GPS signals are obstructed or 

unavailable.  PLC can provide fine-grain location authentication, at the resolution of 

electric circuits serviced by a particular stationary meter.  Such resolution is typically 

more accurate than that provided by cellular telephones.  Although GPS signals can 

often yield highly accurate locations, when inside a tall building PLC can sometimes 

determine locations more accurately than can GPS.  For some users, PLC is more 

convenient than communication over landline or cellular telephone:  a user might not 

have a cellular telephone, and cellular telephones can be lost or stolen.  Finally, PLC 

has relatively low cost for environments that already have power service, including 



 

  

 

both the fixed costs of adding PLC to a power grid and the marginal costs of adding 

additional users. 

For many applications, location authentication meaningfully enhances security 

by providing evidence that the user is physically present within an authorized area.  

For example, an on-line banking service might require the user to be at home, or a 

SCADA or corporate system might require the user to be within the physical boundary 

of an enterprise.  Attacking our system requires physical access to the electric meter 

for the user‘s building. 

We propose a system architecture and protocol for using PLC as a second 

channel to authenticate users of Internet applications.  The main components of our 

system comprise the Application Server (AS), Power Grid Server (PG), Power Grid 

Substation, user, user‘s computer, electric meter, and Human Authorization Detector 

(HAD)—with display and physical button—located in between the client‘s 

workstation and meter.  The user obtains a location certificate from PG via PLC, 

which the user forwards to AS over the Internet.  The HAD plays a crucial role in 

mitigating the threat of possible compromise of the user computer or home network:  

the user must push the button on the HAD to authorize any request for, and receipt of, 

any location certificate generated by our protocol.  Our design takes into consideration 

the special characteristics of PLC, including low bandwidth and the hierarchical 

structure of the power line network involving meters, substations, and power grid 

server.   

Our solution satisfies the following problem requirements. An active network 

adversary intercepting all Internet and power line communications, and even 



 

  

 

corrupting the user‘s computer, must not be able to forge, modify, or replay 

certificates without detection.  Also, the adversary must be unable to learn any of the 

secrets stored on the meter, HAD, or power grid components. 

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose using PLC as an out-

of-band channel for location authentication.  Contributions of this paper include:  (1) a 

system architecture for using PLC for location authentication, (2) a protocol—which 

we call Power line Location Authentication Protocol (PLAP)—for generating location 

certificates signed by the power grid server, and (3) a system design incorporating a 

HAD for protecting against possible Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks between the 

meter and AS launched from a compromised user computer.   Although we are not the 

first to design an out-of-band or location authentication system, we are the first to 

provide engineering details for doing so using PLC.  Similarly, although the value 

(even necessity) of a HAD is known by some in the cryptographic folklore,
1
 we are 

not aware of any publication providing design details, and we are not aware of any 

current authentication product that protects against such MitM attacks.  Applying 

standard security engineering techniques to a new authentication channel, our system 

illustrates a useful application for the PLC network. To demonstrate system feasibility, 

we provide architectural details specific to PLC.  Our protocol, however, can be used 

with other authentication channels.  Also, our design could be implemented (albeit less 

securely) without the HAD. 

 
 

                                                
1 Private correspondence with David Chaum. 



 

  

 

Chapter 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 
 

We briefly review selected previous work in multi-factor authentication and in 

PLC.  To begin, we explain how our system relates to previous multi-factor 

authentication systems based on physical tokens, second channels, and location. 

2.1 Multi-factor Authentication Systems 

 

Using a clock synchronized with the application server, the RSA SecurID 

hardware token generates a new one-time password every 60 secs. to be entered by the 

user [3].  Dongles, such as ID2P Technologies‘ CFPKey and Yubico‘s YubiKey [4], 

generate cryptographic tokens to be sent by the user‘s computer to an Internet 

application.   Unlike these three authentication systems, ours protects against 

compromise of the user computer with a human-in-the-loop strategy enforced by the 

HAD that binds transaction details to a location certificate.  Also, unlike dongles, the 

electric meter is tied to a fixed location, which supports location authentication but 

works against mobile users. 

2.2 Out-of-Band Authentication Systems 

 

Many Internet applications use email as a simple out-of-band authentication 

channel:  after entering a username and password, the user also enters a use-once 

randomly generated string sent to the user‘s email account.  The companies Authentify 

[1], StrikeForce [5], and PhoneFactor [6] perform a similar authentication service 

using telephony as the second channel.  A variety of architectural choices are possible.  

With Authentify, one option is for the application to send the user‘s telephone number 



 

  

 

to the Authentify authentication service, which generates a random string and sends it 

both to the application and via telephone to the user, who then enters the string into the 

application.  These products are vulnerable to a MitM attack carried out on a 

compromised user computer, and they do not bind a user to a location. 

2.3 Location Authentication Systems 

 

Several location authentication methods have been suggested using GPS, 

wireless, infrared, timing, or triangulation strategies.  In 1998, Dennings and 

MacDoran [7] proposed using a trusted GPS receiver to sign a location certificate.  In 

1993, Brands and Chaum [8] described distance-bounding protocols based on 

roundtrip time between prover and verifier, though this approach is vulnerable to 

collaborative attacks [9].  Kindberg, Zhang, and Shankar [10] offered a different 

distance-bounding protocol, based on token broadcast, but their approach is subject to 

a token-forging proxy attack [9].  Capkun and Hubaux [11] combine distance-

bounding and triangulation strategies.  For additional methods, see Ferreres et al. [9].  

Our approach provides fine-grain location authentication without depending on GPS 

reception.     

2.4 Power Line Communication (PLC) 

 

First demonstrated in 1940 [12], communications over power lines are now 

used in many countries for Automatic Meter Reading (AMR), SCADA system control, 

and Internet service [13].  Applications that use PLC must deal with a variety of 

challenges, including low network bandwidth [14], high signal attenuation and 



 

  

 

interference on low-voltage lines [14, 15], silent nodes [16], transformers which 

obstruct signals, and a hierarchical structure [17] comprising low-, medium-, and high-

voltage lines. The REMPLI project [18] proposes a generic architecture for distributed 

data acquisition and remote control, which can support applications including AMR 

and SCADA. Broadband services follow a similar approach [19].  Treytl and Novak 

[20] designed key management architecture for REMPLI.  In these architectures, each 

home meter communicates over power lines with its substation, which communicates 

with the power grid server using a separate private network such as GPRS, 3G, 

WiMax, WiFi, HFC.   



 

  

 

Chapter 3: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 1 summarizes our system architecture in terms of the players and 

hardware components.  Upon request of an Application Server (AS), via the Internet 

the user sends a location certificate to the AS.  The user obtains the certificate via PLC 

from the trusted Power Grid Server (PG), which signs the certificate.  To enforce 

human authorization of certificate requests and deliveries, a trusted Human 

Authorization Detector (HAD) resides between the user‘s computer and the user‘s 

electric meter, securely connected by Ethernet, USB cables, and/or HomePlug 

communication. 

We assume a hierarchical model for PLC in which a meter in each home 

communicates with its substation over low and/or medium voltage power lines.  Each 

substation communicates with its meters on a shared bus, and each meter has a unique 

secret identifier.  Typically, there are approximately 5000 meters per substation.  Each 

substation performs asymmetric encryption and is connected to the PG perhaps 

through a private IP network, such as WiMax or GPRS.  Each substation has a unique 

SubStation Secret Identifier (SSSI) known to all meters it controls. 

The physically separate HAD has a digital display and physical button.  It is a 

trusted bridge between the user‘s computer and meter.  Using the button, the user 

accepts or denies requests for and deliveries of displayed location certificates.  

Transaction data are bound to the certificate, and these data are shown on the HAD 

display.  The HAD also limits denial-of-service attacks from user computer to meter.  

See Appendix for more details. 



 

  

 

The electric meter is a trusted physically-secure device with limited computing 

resources.  It has a unique public name and a private Meter Secret Identifier (MSI) also 

known by the substation and PG.  Tamper-resistant hardware, such as a TPM, protects 

its MSI and cryptographic keys.  

The PG is a trusted party which controls the PLAP subsystem, and the power 

company is a trusted party which controls all of the substations. 

Following the REMPLI model, keys are managed primarily by the PG in three 

levels.  Each meter shares a unique long-term Key Management Key (KMK) with PG.  

Similarly, each substation shares a unique long-term KMK with PG.  These KMKs are 

PLC 

SSL 

SSL 

SSL 

SSL 

SSL 

Internet 

             
 
 
 
 
                                              Home 

 
 
 

Electric Meter (M) 

 

User‘s 
Machine 

(C) 

Power Grid 

Server (PG) 

Application 

Server (AS) 
IP Private 

Network 

                  

Substation-1 

kn 

k1 

    

Substation-n  kn 

MSI  
HAD 

Figure 1: System architecture.   Upon request of an Application Server (AS), the user 

sends a location certificate to the AS, obtained via Power Line Communication (PLC) 

from the trusted Power Grid Server (PG).  The user authorizes or denies certificate 

requests and deliveries by pushing a button on a trusted Human Authorization 

Detector (HAD) residing between the user‘s computer and electric meter.  Each meter 

has a secret Meter Secret Identifier (MSI), also known by its substation and the PG.  

Each meter shares a working key k with its substation. 



 

  

 

provisioned at the factory.  For each meter, PG establishes a unique Management Key 

(MK), which it shares with the substation and meter by encrypting it with the KMKs.  

Using the MK, a unique working key is established for each meter and shared with the 

substation and PG. 

The PG communicates with the substations using SSL.  The PG and each 

substation has its own public/private key pair, managed by a Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI).  We assume the AS knows the public key of the PG. 

 

 



 

  

 

Chapter 4: PROTOCOL 
 

 

Figure 2 summarizes the nine steps of our out-of-band Power line Location 

Authentication Protocol (PLAP).  Upon request from the Application Server (AS), the 

user obtains and submits a location certificate signed by the Power Grid Server (PG).  

To mitigate the threat of a possible MitM attack emanating from a compromised user 

computer, the user authorizes or denies certificate requests and deliveries by pushing a 

button on the Human Authorization Detector (HAD).  Messages between the HAD and 

PG flow through the hierarchical Power Line Network (PLN), which includes the 

user‘s meter and substation. 

We now explain the main elements of PLAP, including its nine steps, the 

structure of the location certificate, and selected details.  See Appendix A for 

additional technical details.  

Our protocol uses a cryptographic hash function h, a Hash-based Message 

Authentication Code (HMAC), and an asymmetric cryptosystem. Let PPG and SPG 

denote, respectively, the public and secret keys of PG.  Lifting this notation, for any 

string x, let PPG(x) and SPG(x) denote, respectively, the encryption of x under keys PPG 

and SPG.   

Signed by the PG, a Location Certificate (LocCert) is constructed for a 

particular transaction between the user and the AS.  It is given by 

 

 



 

  

 

 

LocCert  =  (LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS,  

                   SPG( h(LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS))),          (1) 

where LocInfo is the user location, UID is the user ID;  ASID is the ID of AS;  D is 

the transaction data (which also contains a unique identifier);  and TS is the current 

time.  Known as ―limited civic location information,‖ LocInfo is provided by PG for 

AS (from registration information), after PG verifies that the user‘s request originated 

8. Location Certificate 

3. LocCertReq 

Application 

Server (AS) 

User 

User Computer (C) 

Power Grid 

Server (PG) 

2. LocCertReq 

9. Location Certificate  

1. Application 
service request 
 

5. LocCertReq    

6. Location  

Certificate 
4, 7. Authorization 

request 

4,7. Authorize / deny PLN 

 
HAD 

Figure 2: The nine steps of the Power line Location Authentication Protocol (PLAP). 

Upon a Location Certificate Request (LocCertReq) from the Application Server (AS), 

the user obtains and submits a location certificate signed by the Power Grid Server 

(PG).  The user authorizes or denies certificate requests and deliveries by pushing a 

button on the Human Authorization Detector (HAD).  Messages 5 and 6 flow through 

the hierarchical Power Line Network (PLN). 



 

  

 

from the user‘s meter.  In the first line of (1), the hash function protects the privacy 

of D. 

To verify a location certificate, AS checks the signature and recomputes the 

hashed values.  In addition, AS verifies freshness of the timestamp and the 

appropriateness of LocInfo for the user.  Assuming h is collision resistant, the 

certificate cannot be modified without detection. 

To illustrate how PLAP works, we give selected details for an important part of 

Steps 5–6 in which the user Meter (M) and SubStation (SS) authenticate themselves to 

each other.  We call this part the Meter Authentication Protocol (MAP). 

Mutual authentication between M and SS is accomplished through their mutual 

knowledge of the secrets MSI and SSSI.  Our construction ensures that, without 

knowledge of MSI and SSSI, an adversary cannot forge, modify, or replay messages 

without detection.   

We assume that at all elements of PLAP are implemented using standard best 

practices for cryptographic protocols, including mechanisms to prevent splicing and 

protocol interaction attacks.  Also, all messages between M and SS are encrypted with 

the working key. 

Protocol MAP works in three rounds: 

(1) MSS: Mname, TS1, R1, HMAC(MSI, (Mname, TS1, R1)) 

 

(2) SSM: Mname, TS2,  

                    HMAC(SSSI, (Mname, MSI, TS2, R1+1))   



 

  

 

(3) MSS: Mname, Data, TS3, R2,  

                    HMAC(MSI, (Mname, Data, TS3, R2) ), 

 

where Mname is the public meter name, TS1, TS2, TS3 are current times, and R1 and 

R2 are random nonces. ‗Data‘ represents the location certificate request.  At each 

round, the recipient verifies the correct computation of the HMAC‘d values, the 

freshness of the time stamp, and the uniqueness and consistency of the nonce.  The 

HMAC protects the privacy of MSI and SSSI, and it prevents undetected 

modification of the transmitted values. The HMAC functions like a hash function, but 

offer greater security against appending data attacks [21]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

Chapter 5: SECURITY ARGUMENTS 
 

 The goals of an attacker include forging, modifying, or replaying certificates 

without detection; learning private information including the MSI and user application 

transactions details;  and gaining unauthorized control of meter or substation.   

We assume an active network adversary who can intercept all communications 

from the Internet and PLN, and who can gain complete control of the user‘s computer.  

The adversary might also control a neighbor‘s meter. 

We assume the PG, substation, meter, and HAD are trustworthy, and in 

particular, they have sufficient physical protection.  We also assume all of the standard 

cryptographic functions used are secure, including the hash function, HMAC, and 

symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems. 

Modification of certificates or protocol messages would be detected because of 

the hash constructions.  Timestamps and random nonces protect against replay attacks.   

In addition, all communications between meter and substation are encrypted with 

symmetric encryption.  Communications between substation and PG, and between AS 

and the user‘s computer are protected by SSL.  The user must manually authorize all 

certificate requests and deliveries via the HAD, which displays associated transaction 

and certificate data.  The adversary cannot forge certificates, nor impersonate the 

meter or substation, without the MSI. 

The MSI is physically protected on the meter, and it never appears as plaintext 

in any message.  Whenever it does appear, it is hashed together with a random nonce 

and timestamp.  Our design permits the substation and PG to impersonate meters.  



 

  

 

This limitation could be avoided with more powerful meters capable of asymmetric 

encryption. 

Privacy of transaction details D are hidden from PG because the location 

certificate includes the hash of D rather than D. 

We envision a flexible policy-driven system in which it is possible to release 

various forms of location information to the AS, depending in part on the type of 

transaction.  The initial information is collected, and the policies are established, at 

registration.  The LocInfo in the certificate might be a hash of plaintext location 

information.   

Targets include the PG, substation, meters, and user computers.  In particular, 

the security of the system depends critically on the secrecy of the MSI, which is 

known by the meter, substation, and PG. 

 

  



 

  

 

Chapter 6: DISCUSSION 
 

 

The main advantages of our system are second-factor authentication by a 

separate channel, and location authentication tied to a stationary physically secure 

meter. 

Importantly, our design includes a human-in-the-loop authorization, enforced 

by the HAD, and enabled by a location certificate structure that includes application 

transaction data.   With traditional second-factor authentication (including typical 

dongles), malware on the user computer could execute a MitM attack in which the 

malware changes critical transaction data (e.g., the destination account of a bank 

transfer).  By contrast, in our system, the user would have an opportunity to notice 

such changes on the HAD‘s display, and the AS would notice any modified certificate.  

Although we are not aware of any product that incorporates a HAD, the idea has been 

well known in the electronic commerce folklore since the 1980s.  It is an essential 

feature for authenticating transactions securely. 

The location granularity of our approach is at the resolution of an electric 

meter.  How this resolution compares with those of competing approaches depends on 

context.   For many applications (e.g., home banking), it is significant to know that a 

signal came from the user‘s home meter.  By contrast, a GPS system might be unable 

to distinguish between signals emanating from within a house versus from 

immediately outside the house.  Individual units in apartment buildings typically have 

separate meters.  Although some meters might service large areas within large 



 

  

 

buildings, often it is significant to know that the signal emanated from within a 

corporate building. 

A variety of communication paths are possible among the AS, user, and PG.  

For example, the AS could contact the PG directly.  We chose our design to force all 

certificate requests and deliveries to pass through the HAD, to mitigate the threat of 

possible MitM malware on the user computer. 

As with any strong security feature, there is a risk that the strong feature might 

deny service to intended uses.  For example, the PLN might not be available after a 

hurricane.  AS authentication policies must be carefully chosen. 

Although we provide a design that is consistent with the constraints of power 

line networks, our architecture and protocol (including the HAD) are independent 

from the power line channel.  Thus, in our protocol, the power line channel could be 

replaced with other second channels.  

Challenges to implementation and adoption include the following.  (1) The 

power company must be able to earn a profit (e.g., through extra fees) for enabling this 

service.  (2) New meters and substation upgrades will have to be installed.  (3) Key 

management issues will have to be worked out, including the public-key infrastructure 

(perhaps provided by existing companies like Verisign).  This situation is complicated 

by the existence of numerous different power companies (one approach would be to 

add a PG entity above many power companies).  (4) The power company must be 

assured that the system does not unreasonably expose their meters to new potential 

vulnerabilities that could affect billing.  (5) In buildings where many separate meters 



 

  

 

are located together (e.g., in the basement), care must be taken to ensure a trusted 

communication path between the meter and HAD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

Chapter 7: DEMONSTRATION PROTOTYPE 

 
To demonstrate our design, we implemented two simple applications using the 

HomePlug power line adapter [22] and software simulations of the meter, HAD, 

substation, and PG.  In one application, banking customers negotiate and test 

authentication policies with a simulated bank, such as requiring power line 

authentication from home for any remote transaction over a specified limit.  In another 

application, access to a simulated SCADA system requires location authentication 

from within an authorized area.  Our software uses the SHA-256, RSA-2048, and 

AES-128 cryptographic algorithms, and an X.509-style format for location certificates, 

as supported by the Bouncy Castle cryptographic package [23].  We estimate our 

implementation of PLAP requires network bandwidth of about 0.35 Mbps, which is 

practical for PLC. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

Chapter 8:  ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS 
 

 

8.1 Anti-Theft 

 

 

We propose anti-theft mechanism using power line communication for finding 

location of stolen device. Mobile device periodically reports its identity to Power 

Grid Server (PG) through hierarchical PLN consisting of Electric Meter (M) and 

Substation (SS), while it undergoes charging. Power grid server finds location of 

mobile device based on reported identity of electric meter. PG creates and signs 

location certificate containing current location of device and device identity; and 

sends to Device Tracking Server (DT). Based on current status of mobile device and 

preconfigured policies, DT sends notification to mobile device via PG through PLN.  

Upon receipt of notification message, device takes appropriate actions.  

 

PLC is good choice for anti-theft mechanism because of several reasons. 

Power line network provides fine-grain location information which can be used to 

discover current location of stolen device. Power line network is highly reliable and 

widely available.  

 

Existing anti-theft mechanisms preserve confidentiality of stored data. But, 

they do not provide foolproof way of locating stolen device. Intel‘s anti-theft [32, 33] 

hardware approach uses Internet for finding out location of stolen device. 

Communication medium like Internet and WiFi do not provide fine-grain location 

information. There are various tools like anonymous proxy, and Tor [35] to hide the 



 

  

 

IP address of mobile device. Although GPS provides correct location, GPS based 

communication support is not available in all type of mobile devices like laptops. 

Moreover, GPS network is not available in deep inside the building. Our anti-theft 

mechanism augments Intel‘s anti-theft hardware approach to find the location of 

stolen device. In our anti-theft solution, confidentiality of stored data is achieved by 

Intel‘s DAR [33] technology and foolproof way of locating stolen device is achieved 

using power line communication channel.  

8.1.1 Model 

 

Figure 3 depicts overall architecture of our anti-theft mechanism in terms of 

the players and hardware components. We assume anti-theft system architecture 

similar to PLAP. Power grid server is trusted party which controls anti-theft 

subsystem. In our anti-theft mechanism, we refer application server as Device 

Tracking Server (DT) which provides anti-theft mechanism. Each DT gets unique 

identifier Device Tracking Server Identifier (DTID) from power grid server during 

registration. Mobile device (Dev) will have unique public device name (DevName) 

and private Device Secrete Identifier (DSI). Tamper-resistant hardware, such as TPM 

protects DSI. User can trace location of stolen device using DT. We assume mobile 

device will have inbuilt hardware for power line communication. Mobile device can 

also use PLC power adaptor [34], which enables power line communication while 

device undergoes charging.  

 

 



 

  

 

8.1.2 Power line Anti-Theft Mechanism (PATM) 

 

Figure 3 summarizes the seven steps of Power line Anti-Theft Mechanism 

(PATM). Mobile device periodically sends device identification request to device 

tracking server through PLN via power grid server. Before forwarding device 

identification request to PG, electric meter executes Meter Authentication Protocol 

(MAP) with Substation. For every device identification request, Power grid server 

signs location certificate which contains current location of device, device identifier 

(DevID), device tracking server identifier (DTID), and current timestamp. Device 

tracking server keeps track of location certificates for registered devices.  Based on 

current status of mobile device and preconfigured anti-theft policies, device tracking 

server decides appropriate action and sends action to mobile device through PLC. See 

Appendix for more details. 

8.1.3 Discussion 

 

Various anti-theft policies can be built around our PATM. For example, one 

policy is to force mobile device to communicate with device tracking server when it 

undergoes charging. This enables device tracking server to send disable command to 

mobile device, if it is stolen. However, thief can bypass such policy by running 

mobile device on batteries or blocking PLC communication signals. To get around 

such problem, we can set policy which requires periodic communication between 

mobile device and device tracking server. In such policy, mobile device will block 

access when it is unable to communicate with device tracking server within certain 

time period. To avoid denial of service, mobile device could ask for hardware based 



 

  

 

password to allow its access. We envision hardware based password mechanism 

similar to Intel‘s anti-theft approach [32]. 

 

The main advantage of our mechanism over existing solutions is fine-grained 

location tracking of stolen devices. In our anti-theft mechanism, location information 

is obtained at the resolution of electric meter. In addition, our PATM protects against 

replay and forgery of messages. However, our approach requires hardware based PLC 

support in mobile devices and fixes cost for deployment and marginal maintenance 

cost for PLC infrastructure. 

 
 
 

Electric Meter (M) 
 

MSI 
Mobile Device 

(Dev) 
 

1. DevIDReq 

Device Tracking 
Server (DT)  

 2. DevIDReq 

Power Grid 

Server (PG) 

3. Location Certificate 

4. Check 

device status 

5. Control command 

7. Control Command 

6. Control command 

PLN 

Figure 3: The seven steps of Power line Anti-Theft Mechanism (PATM). Mobile 

device (Dev) periodically sends Device Identification Request (DevIDReq) to Device 

Tracking Server (DT) through PLN via Power Grid Server (PG). Location certificate 

is signed for each DevIDReq and sends to DT. Based on current status of Dev and 

preconfigured anti-theft policies, DT sends control commands to Dev. 



 

  

 

 

8.1.4 Previous work 

 

Anti-theft mechanism needs to consider two important aspects: preserving 

confidentiality of stored data and locating stolen mobile device. In current state of the 

art, anti-theft solutions provide strong mechanism to preserve confidentiality of stored 

data. User authentication is the fundamental mechanism, which prevents unauthorized 

access to stolen device. Remote Laptop Security (RLS) [25] allows user to control 

access to files on a computer even if it has been lost or stolen. RLS software encrypts 

all confidential files and access to files is allowed only on successful authentication. 

Owner of stolen device can remotely issue data disable command through RLS 

whenever stolen device gets connected to central server through Internet. Software 

based user authentication and RLS scheme can be bypassed by numerous ways like 

reinstalling OS, password recovery software [24] because thief has complete control 

on stolen device.  

 

Prey [27], BackStopp [28], FailSafe [30], and GadgetTrak [31] provide device 

tracking software to locate and help in recovery of stolen devices. In their centralized 

approach, client machine periodically contacts central inventory server through 

Internet. Location information of devices is determined based on IP address. Apart 

from Internet, anti-theft software uses WiFi, GSM as communication channel. Victim 

can trace stolen device using location information reported at central inventory server. 

Internet based location information is not fine-grained because it provides location of 



 

  

 

edge router instead of location of stolen device. In these anti-theft mechanisms, 

location information can be forged using anonymous proxies, and Tor [35]. In 

addition, reinstalling OS makes software based anti-theft solution inept. 

 

Computrace Lojack [26] provides BIOS based anti-theft solution which is 

extension to software based device tracking mechanisms. Instead of hard-drive, their 

anti-theft software gets installed inside the BIOS. Therefore, removing BIOS based 

anti-theft mechanism is difficult but not impossible [39].  

 

Intel Centrino 2 with vPro [32, 33] provides hardware based anti-theft solution 

for laptops. Intel‘s anti-theft hardware preserves confidentiality of stored data using 

Data-at-rest (DAR) encryption technology. Also, they use centralized approach for 

tracing location of stolen device. At schedule rendezvous, hardware agent checks in 

with monitoring center. On check in, stolen device receives complete disable 

command from monitoring center, which makes data and laptop inaccessible to thief. 

Moreover, Intel‘s approach avoids reliance on Internet connectivity by employing 

hardware based timer to periodically authenticate identity of user. Hardware based 

user authentication is hard to bypass. 

Moreover, reinstalling OS does not make stolen laptop accessible to thief; this 

is main advantage of Intel‘s anti-theft hardware solution. 

 

Lojack [36], GPS tracking [37], Enfotrace [38] provide GPS based anti-theft 

mechanism. In their solution, radio transceiver is secretly installed inside the mobile 



 

  

 

device. Radio transceiver periodically reports location of mobile device to central 

inventory server. These anti-theft mechanisms provide security by obscurity. Thief 

can easily bypass such mechanisms by simply removing radio transceiver from 

mobile device.  

 

8.2 Power line Monitoring and Emergency Signaling (PMES) 

 

In current state-of-the-art, power line communication (PLC) is bidirectional. 

By exploiting the use of two-way power line communications, smart grid can be used 

as platform for advanced services [40] like power monitoring and emergency 

signaling. Home monitoring, fire monitoring, and power monitoring systems can be 

enhanced by sending emergency signal(s) through not only telephone lines, Internet 

but also through PLC. By sending a critical emergency message through as many 

channels as possible will amend the reliability of system and safety of home. Our 

PLAP protocol can be used to find location of home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

Chapter 9: CONCLUSION 
 

 

We have shown how to perform location authentication using the Power Line 

Communication (PLC) network and demonstrated our design with simple applications 

for banking and SCADA control. Other possible applications are a LoJack-like anti-

theft device, home monitoring, and outgoing emergency calls.  Our system enhances 

authentication assurance by forcing the adversary to compromise a separate channel, 

and doing so would require physical access to the user‘s electric meter.  PLC is widely 

available and provides fine-grain location authentication tied to an electric meter 

physically secured to a known location, even in many places where cellular telephone 

and GPS signals are unavailable.  Unlike many competing multi-factor authentication 

services, our approach protects against a compromised user computer through a 

human-in-the-loop confirmation.  Our system could be introduced inexpensively as 

part of the next generation of substations and electric meters.  This paper explores one 

useful security application for the emerging PLC network, whose intriguing potential 

remains largely untapped. 
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Appendices 

 
In this appendix we provide additional technical details for our out-of-band Power line 

Location Authentication Protocol (PLAP) and our Human Authorization Detector 

(HAD).  In addition, we list acronyms and abbreviations used in the body of the paper. 

I. Protocol PLAP 

 

We present Protocol PLAP in four parts:  (i) communication between the user‘s 

Computer (C) and the Application Server (AS) over Internet, (ii) communication 

between C and PG over PLN to obtain location certificate, (iii) human-in-the-loop 

authorization using HAD, and (iv) C relays  location certificate to AS over Internet.  

For brevity and clarity we focus on the special elements of the protocol, omitting 

certain standard details, such as mechanisms for preventing protocol interaction 

attacks.  We also suggest that the SS and PG maintain encrypted logs. 

Communication between C and AS over Internet 

 

1. C  AS: Request service 

User requests service from AS. Request is sent through SSL tunnel which is 

established between user‘s computer and application server for secure 

communication. 

 

2. AS  C: Ask for location certificate 

If the situation requires it, AS asks user to authenticate his location. 

 



 

  

 

Communication between C and PG over PLN to obtain location certificate 

 

3. C  HAD:  LocCertReq(UID, ASID, D) 

User requests a location certificate from PG via HAD for transaction data D 

with AS. 

 

4. Human-in-loop test using HAD 

HAD displays transaction data D on the HAD and asks user to accept or deny 

the associated location certificate request by pressing the accept or deny 

button on the HAD.  If user accepts, HAD saves data D for some time period 

for later display. 

 

5. HAD  M: LocCertReq(UID, ASID, h(D)) 

If user accepts the location certificate request, HAD relays it to the electric 

meter, replacing the transaction data D with its hash h(D).  Sending h(D) 

rather than D protects user privacy from PG and reduces the number of bits 

needed to be transmitted over the low bandwidth PLN. 

 

6. M  SS: Mname, TS1, R1,  

                      HMAC(MSI, (Mname, TS1, R1)) 



 

  

 

SS  M: Mname, TS2,  

               HMAC(SSSI,  (Mname, MSI, TS2, R1+1)) 

 

M  SS: Mname, UID, ASID, h(D), TS3, R2 ,  

               HMAC(MSI, (Mname, UID, ASID, h(D),       

                                     TS3, R2)) 

 

These three messages between meter and substation compose the Meter 

Authentication Protocol (MAP) explained in Section IV.  All communications 

between M and SS are encrypted with symmetric encryption under the 

working key.  It would be possible to augment MAP with additional mutual 

authentication checks by SS and PG of their power signatures. 

 

7. SS  PG: Mname, UID, ASID, h(D), TS4, R3,  

                  HMAC( MSI, (UID, ASID, h(D), TS4, R3)) 

After successful mutual authentication between meter and substation, 

substation establishes SSL tunnel with power grid server and relays the 

location certificate request from meter to PG.  

 

8. PG processes location certificate request 

From  Mname, PG looks up MSI and uses it to verify the HMAC construction.  

PG also verifies the timeliness of the time stamp. If these verifications 



 

  

 

succeed, then PG constructs the appropriate detail of LocInfo of user to 

include in the location certificate being created for AS. 

 

9. PG  SS:  LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5,  

                          SPG (h(LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5)) 

PG signs a location certificate, and PG sends it to substation through existing 

SSL tunnel.  Here, SPG denotes asymmetric encryption under PG‘s secret key. 

 

10. SS  M: LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5, TS6,  

                       SPG (h(LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5)) 

Substation forwards location certificate to meter through PLN.  All 

communications between SS and M are encrypted using the working key. 

 

11. M  HAD: LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5, TS7,  

                          SPG (h(LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5)) 

Meter relays a location certificate to HAD. 

 

Second human-in-the-loop authorization using HAD 

 

Before displaying transaction details, HAD verifies consistency of h(D) with its 

buffered data D;  HAD verifies the location certificate using PPG;  and HAD 

verifies the freshness of the time stamps.  If verification is successful, HAD 

displays D.  If user accepts, HAD forwards the certificate to C. 

 



 

  

 

C relays location certificate to AS over Internet 

 

12. C  AS: LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5,  

                      SPG (h(LocInfo, UID, ASID, h(D), TS5)) 

 

C relays the location certificate to AS through the pre-established SSL tunnel.  

Upon receipt, AS verifies the certificate using PPG, the freshness of the 

timestamp, and all hashed values. 

 

II. Protocol PATM 

 

In PATM protocol, mobile device periodically contacts its identity to Power Grid 

Server (PG) through hierarchical PLN PG creates and signs location certificate 

containing current location of device and device identity; and sends to Device 

Tracking Server (DT). Based on current status of mobile device and preconfigured 

policies, DT sends notification to mobile device via PG through PLN. 

 

1. Dev  M: DevIDReq 

Mobile device sends device identification request to electric meter. Device 

identification request is given by 

 

DevIDReq = DevName, SID, DTID, TS1, R1,  

                    HMAC(DSI, (DevName, SID, DTID,  

                                                        TS1, R1)) 



 

  

 

 

SID is session identifier.  

 

2. M  PG: Mname, DevIDReq, TS2, R2,   

  HMAC(MSI, (Mname, DevIDReq, TS2,  

                         R2)) 

Initially, electric meter and substation executes MAP for mutual 

authentication. On successful execution of MAP, electric meter forwards 

DevIDReq to power grid server through substation. 

 

3. PG  DT: LocInfo, DevIDReq, TS3,  

                   SPG(h(LocInfo, DevIDReq, TS3)) 

PG verifies HMAC and finds out current location device using MSI. PG signs 

a location certificate consisting of LocInfo, DevIDReq, and TS3. PG sends 

signed location certificate to DT through SSL tunnel. 

 

4. DT processes device identification request 

DT verifies DevIDReq and location certificate. It decides appropriate control 

command based on current status of device (stolen/not stolen) and 

preconfigured anti-theft policies. 

 

5. DT  PG: DevIDResp 

 



 

  

 

DevIDResp = Action, SID, TS4, R4,  

                       SDT(h(Action, SID, TS4, R4)) 

 

DT signs certificate consisting of SID, action, TS4, and R4. Action is given by 

 

Action = DevName, DTID, Control-Command,  

HMAC(DSI, (DevName, DTID, Control- 

                                                   Command, TS4, R4)) 

 

6. PG  M: DevIDResp 

PG forwards device identification response to electric meter via substation. 

 

7. M  Dev: DevIDResp 

Electric meter forwards device identification response to mobile device. 

Mobile device verifies device tracking server signature, HMAC in action, 

freshness of timestamp and consistency of nonce. Mobile device takes action 

specified by device tracking server which could be block access to mobile 

device and stored data.  

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

III. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

 

AMR Automatic Meter Reading 

AS Application Server 

ASID Application Server Identifier 

C User‘s Computer 

D Transaction Details 

Dev Mobile Device 

DevName Device name 

DSI      Device Secret Identifier 

DT Device Tracking Server 

DTID  Device Tracking Server Identifier 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HAD Human Authorization Detector 

HMAC Hash-based Message Authentication Code 

IP Internet Protocol 

M Electric Meter 

MAP Meter Authentication Protocol 

MitM Man-in-the-Middle 

Mname Meter Name 

MSI Meter Secret Identifier 

PG  Power Grid Server 

PLAP Power line Location Authentication Protocol 

PLC Power Line Communication 



 

  

 

PLN Power Line Network 

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

SS  Substation 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer 

SSSI Substation Secret Identifier 

TS Time Stamp 

UID User Identifier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


